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1. INTRODUCTION
w xSchur groups were introduced in 8 as a certain kind of ``smallest''
groups admitting characters with nontrivial Schur index. Indeed every
 .finite group G having an irreducible character x with m x / 1 involves
such Schur groups. They occur as terminal steps by repeated application of
 .the Brauer]Witt theorem over local fields of characteristic zero .
 .There is a connection with the Schur subgroup S K of the Brauer
 .  .group Br K of such a field K. This S K has been studied in detail by
w x w xYamada 12 and, quite recently, by Adem and Milgram 1 . From the
character-theoretic point of view it appears to be of interest to give explicit
 .  .generators for S K in terms of Schur groups see Section 6 . In the course
w xof this investigation the authors noticed that there must be a gap in 8
 . concerning the exceptional dyadic Schur groups yielding nontrivial 2-lo-
.cal index . It turned out that the definition of the Schur groups of type
 .QD, q was too restrictive. The correct definition will be given in Section
5 below. We take the opportunity to discuss these ``terminal Q -reduc-2
 .tions'' once again, and the class of 2-groups involved Theorem 4 and 5 .
The Schur groups admit faithful irreducible characters which are in-
duced from linear characters of cyclic normal subgroups. For the sake of
clarity we begin our present work by making some general comments on
Schur indices in group extensions. This should be compared with Turull
w x11 . Our approach is perhaps more elementary, and we just demonstrate
 . w xhow to use the results on stable Clifford theory 7 . More details may be
w xfound in the recent thesis 5 of the first-named author.
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w xWe shall present some further applications and supplements to 8 . For
instance, it was asked whether there is a relation between Schur index and
commutator factor group. Every Schur group is supersolvable, and if G is
 .  .supersolvable and x g Irr G is an irreducible character then m x
< X <  .  .divides GrG Example 1 . No example of a perfect simple group G is
 .  .known where m x ) 2. However, there are solvable groups G where
 . a < X < m x s p is any odd prime power but p does not divide GrG Exam-
.ple 2 . Nevertheless, commutators play an important role in the study of
the Schur index.
 .In the Appendix we show that, whenever x g Irr G and n s n is thex
 . < <  .greatest common divisor of exp G and G rx 1 , the nth cyclotomic field
 .Q n is a splitting field for x . This improvement of Brauer's celebrated
w x w xtheorem is just an addendum to work of Solomon 9 and Feit 3 which,
however, seems to be not yet in the literature. We record this interesting
 .result at the end of the paper Theorem 8 .
2. SCHUR INDICES IN GROUP EXTENSIONS
Fix a global or local field K of characteristic zero. Let G be a finite0
 .group with normal subgroup H, and let x and z be absolutely irre-
ducible characters of G and H, respectively. Assume the multiplicity
 :  .e s x , z / 0, and let T s T z be the inertia group of z in G. LetH
 .u g Irr T be the homogeneous component of x with respect to z , the
 . Gunique irreducible character of T such that x s u is induced from u
 :  .and u , z / 0 Clifford . Then u s ez , where e s e , the ramifica-H H x , H
< <  2tion index of x with respect to H, is a divisor of TrH . Even e divides
< < .TrH when TrH is nilpotent, and e s 1 if TrH is cyclic.
 .  .Fixing x g Irr G , its constituent z g Irr H is determined up to G-
 .conjugacy. So the field K z of character values is independent of the0
choice of z , and it is no loss taking
K s K x l K z .  .0 0
Ã Ã .as the base field for studying Schur indices. Let T s T z be the inertia
Ã Ã .group of z s Tr z in G. This T is the inertia group of the uniqueK  z .r K
 .up to isomorphism irreducible KH-module, V, whose character contains
ÃTÃ Ã .z . Of course, V affords m z z . Let u s u .K
THEOREM 1. Notation as abo¨e. Then:
Ã Ã .  .   . .a K z is a TrH-field with kernel TrH, that is TrT ( Gal K z rK in
an ob¨ious way.
Ã .  .  .  .  .b K x s K u and K u s K x , z .
Ã Ã .  .  .  . < <c m x s m u s t ? m u for some integer t G 1 di¨ iding TrT .K K K
 .  .  .Moreo¨er, m u is a di¨ isor of e ? m z and m z di¨ ides e ?K K K
 .w  . xm u K x : K .K
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Ã .   . .Proof. a For every x g T there is a unique t s t in Gal K z rKx
t x Ã   . .such that z s z , and x ¬ t is a homomorphism T ª Gal K z rKx
with kernel T. Use the fact that field and group automorphisms commute;
x t x .  y1 . t  .  .t .z and z are defined by z h s z xhx and z h s z h for h g H.
Ã Ã .  .  .  .  .b Clearly K u , z : K u and K x : K u . Let t g
  .  .. t t t  .Gal K u rK x . Then x s x . If z s z then u s u by uniqueness
 .  . t xy1and t is the identity. Hence K u s K x , z . In general, z s z for
t Ã Ã .  .some x g G as z occurs in x , and x g T by definition of T and K .H
t x xt ÃThen u s u is an irreducible character of T , as T is normal in T by
 . ta , whose restriction to H contains z and which induces up to x s x .
t x Ãt Ã Ã .  .Consequently u s u and u s u , proving K x s K u .
Ã ÃG .   .  .  .c From K x s K u and x s u is is immediate that m x sK
ÃTÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã . w  .  .x < <  .  .  .m u . Also, since u s u and K u : K u s TrT by a , b , m u isK K
Ã . < <a divisor of m u ? TrT . On the other hand, there is a splitting fieldK
Ã Ã . w  .x  .F = K u of u with F : K u dividing m u . This F is also a splittingK
Ã  : .  . w  .xfield for u as u , u s 1 . Hence m u is a divisor of F : K u and soT K
Ã .of m u .K
The final statement is proved similarly.
Ã Ã . < <  .COROLLARY 1. m x is a di¨ isor of TrH ? m z . If T s H thenK K
 .  .  .  .K x s K z and m x s m z .K K
 . < X <EXAMPLE 1. If G is supersol¨ able, m x di¨ ides GrG for all x g
 .Irr G .
 .Proof. Let H denote the Fitting subgroup of G, and let z g Irr H be
 .  .a constituent of x . By Roquette's theorem m z F 2 as H is nilpotent .H
 . < <Hence from Corollary 1 it follows that m x is a divisor of 2 GrH .
Now G is supersolvable by hypothesis. This implies that GX : H and
< X <that G has a normal 2-complement. We may therefore assume that HrG
is odd, and then P l H s PX for any Sylow 2-subgroup P of G. We have
 . < X <to show that the 2-part of m x divides PrP .
w  .xAssume the contrary. Then, by the Local]Global Principle 8, 2.1 ,
 . < X < Xthere is a prime q such that m x is divisible by 2 PrP . Here P / Pq
< <  .for otherwise P s 1 and both G and m x were odd. As the Schur
subgroup of the Brauer group of a dyadic number field has order 1 or 2
 w x . see 12 or Theorem 6 below , therefore q is odd. By Theorem 1 with
.  .  XK s Q we must have m z s 2. Since H is nilpotent and P is itsq0 q
. XSylow 2-subgroup , the irreducible constituent of z has q-local index 2.P
But this is impossible.
 .2 < X < One might conjecture that even m x is a divisor of GrG G
.  .supersolvable . This holds true for Schur groups. Note that G s SL 3 has2
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 .  < X < .an irreducible character x with m x s 2 not dividing GrG s 3 . One
 . < X <cannot expect that always m x is a divisor of 2 GrG :
a EXAMPLE 2. Gi¨ en any odd prime power p , a G 1, there exists a sol¨ a-
. < X <  . able group G such that p does not di¨ ide GrG but m x s p for some
 .x g Irr G .
 a .Proof. Let H s PU be a Schur group of type G p , q for some prime0
 a. a .q ' 1 mod p . Thus P is cyclic of order p q y 1 acting on a group Up
<  . < aof order q such that PrC U G p . For any faithful irreducible charac-P
 . a w xter z of the semidirect product H s PU, m z s p 8, Thm. 4.3 .0
Extend P by its automorphism of order p y 1. We obtain a Frobenius
X group X with kernel P s X . Regarding U as an F P-module of F -di-q q
. X  .mension 1 let Y s U be the induced F X-module which is irreducible .q
Let G s XY be the semidirect product. Then H s GX s PY is of index
p y 1 in G, and we may view z as a character of H with kernel
 .  .Z s Ker z : Y so that HrZ ( H .0
 .By construction H s N Z is the normalizer of Z in G. Thus T s H isG
the inertia group of z in G. But Galois conjugate characters have the
Ã Gsame kernel. Consequently even T s H, and x s z is an irreducible
a .  .  .  .character of G with Q x s Q z and m x s m z s p .
 .  .  .COROLLARY 2. If e s 1 then m x s m z o¨er L s K x , z .L L 0
This is immediate from Theorem 1 considering the case that K0
.contains the values of x and z .
3. SCHUR INDICES AND CLIFFORD THEORY
Keep the assumptions and notation of the preceding section. By virtue
Ã Ã .of Theorem 1 we may assume without loss that T s G u s x , that is, the
 .  .irreducible KH-module V affording m z Tr z is G-invariant.K K  z .r K
 .  .Thus we are in stable Clifford theory. Note that now T s T z is normal
in G so that it suffices, in a first step, to study the induced case T s H,
G.  .x s z and the in¨ariant case T s G, x s ez .H
 .Let A z denote the block ideal of the group algebra KH determinedK
 .by z . This is a central simple K z -algebra which is similar to the inverse
 .  .o endomorphism ring E V s End V acting on the right KH-moduleH K H
.  .V from the left . The definition for A x is analogous.K
Ã G .THEOREM 2. Assume V is G-stable T s G and x s z is irreducible
 .  .T s H . Then K s K x and
K z m A x ( M A z , .  .  . .K K n K
w  . x   . .where n s K z : K is the order of GrH ( Gal K z rK .
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Proof. Let G s GrH and G s D Ht be the coset decomposition.x g G x
 G.The annihilator I s Ann V is a homogeneous ideal of KG andK G
A s KGrI a crossed product of G over R s KHrI , where I s1 1
 .  .Ann V . Of course, R ( A z and A s [ Rt with t s I q t .K H K x g G x x x
 .   ..  .Recall that we may identify Z R s Z E V with the G-field K zH
 . described in Theorem 1, where the structure of Z R is given in A by
.   ..conjugation with the t and that of Z E V with regard to the crossedx H
G .  .  w x.product E V of G of G over E V cf. 7, Thm. 2.1, Lemma 4.1 .G H
 G.Also, A and E V are Morita equivalent.G
 .  .By hypothesis G acts faithfully on K z with fixed field K s K x . This
implies that A is a central simple K-algebra. Either apply a slight, and
well known, generalization of a classical result of E. Noether on crossed
products, or use the fact that V G is a multiple of an irreducible KG-mod-
 G. .  .ule so that E V has the required structure. Consequently A ( A x .G K
  ..  .  .We know that the centralizer algebra C Z R s R. Since Z R s K zA
 .is a simple subalgebra of the central simple K-algebra A, this implies
 .   ..that K z m A and R have the same class in Br K z . The remainderK
follows by checking dimensions.
w  .xIn the situation of Theorem 2 the Brauer class A z is the image ofK
w  .x  .   ..A x under the restriction map res: Br K ª Br K z , which fits intoK
the exact sequence
U inf res2 6 60 ª H GrH , K z Br K Br K z . .  .  . .  .
By the Local]Global Principle it suffices to study this sequence ``locally,''
 .i.e., when K z rK is an extension of local fields. Then the restriction map
w  .xis well understood 8, 2.6 .
 .  .HYPOTHESIS. Suppose V is G-stable and m V s m z is relati¨ elyK
  . .prime to the order of GrT ( Gal K z rK .
 .Then there is a unique up to isomorphism K-central division algebra
 .  .  .  . D such that K z m D ( E V and the index M D s m z sK H K
  ...m E V . Moreover,H
E V G ( D m V V , ) .  .  .G K G
 .  . where V V is a crossed product of GrH over k z viewed as aG
.  .GrH-field according to Theorem 1 . This Clifford obstruction V VG
 .  .essentially is determined by its cohomology class v V s v z inG K G
2  .U .H GrH, K z , which vanishes if and only if there is a KG-module W
 .  .  w x .extending V and satisfying m W s m V see 7 for all these facts .
  ..LEMMA 1. Under the abo¨e Hypothesis, the order o v z is a di¨ isorK G
 .  .  < <.of the number of exp H th roots of unity in K z and a di¨ isor of GrH .
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 . X  .UThe determinantal character det z : HrH ª K z is a GrH-homomor-
phism mapping the cohomology class of HrH X u GrH X ¸ GrH onto
 . z 1.v z .K G
w x w xThis is a restatement of Theorems 7.3 and 4.2 in 7 . We used in 8 the
G   .   ..special case where z is linear and x s z so that m x s o v z ;K K G
w x.cf. 8, Lemma 4.2 .
X  .THEOREM 2 . In Theorem 2 assume in addition that m z is prime toK
< < w  . x  .GrH s K z : K . Then V V is a central simple K-algebra with BrauerG
 .  .class v V in S K , andG
m x s m z ? o v z . .  .  . .K K K G
 .  .Proof. Here V V is a crossed product of K z with its Galois groupG
 .  .G s GrH and so is central simple over K and split by K z E. Noether .
 .By our assumption on K the index of V V agrees with the order of0 G
 .  .  .  .v V s v z in Br K . Thus the final statement follows from ) ,G K G
 G.  .noting that E V is similar to A x .G K
 .  .It remains to show that v V belongs to S K . Observe that theG
w  .x w x. w x < <Brauer class E V s res D so that D is the G th power of theH
w  .x.  .   ..  .corestriction cor E V from K z to K. Since cor: S K z ª S K ,H
w x. < <by its definition on cocycles, and since o D is prime to G , we obtain
y1 Gw x  .  .  . w x w  .x  .D g S K . By ) , v V s D E V is in S K .G G
 . < < XCOROLLARY. If z 1 is coprime to GrH and the extension HrH u
X  .  .GrH ¸ GrH splits, then m x s m z .K K
X   .This is immediate from Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 . Recall that m zK
Ã . .divides z 1 . By Theorem 1 the corollary is valid without having T s G.
 .THEOREM 3. Suppose z is G-in¨ariant T s G and GrH is cyclic. Then
 .K s K z and
A x ( K x m A z . .  .  .K K K
< <  .  .  .If GrH s p for some prime p and K x / K, then either K x s K p is
 .obtained from K by adjoining the pth roots of unity, or K s K p and
w  . xK x : K s p.
 G.  .Proof. Obviously E V is a semisimple K-algebra Maschke con-G
 .  .taining a block ideal E which is similar to A x . The centre Z E mayK
 .  .  .be identified with K x . From ) we deduce that V V is semisimple asG
well and that
E ( D m VK
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 .  .for some block ideal V. Note that D s E V is central over K s K zH
 G.  .here so that E V and V V have isomorphic lattices of ideals. ThusG G
 .  .  .D is similar to A z and Z V may be identified with K x .K
However, by hypothesis GrH is cyclic, acting trivially on K. This implies
 .that the crossed product V V of GrH over K is commutative. There-G
 .  .fore V s K x . Use finally that x s z e s 1 , which implies thatH
 .  .   .  ..A x and A z have the same degree namely x 1 s z 1 .K K
 . < < It remains to compute V s K x if GrH s p is a prime which
.  .applies for arbitrary orders by induction . If v z vanishes,K G
w x w xV V ( K GrH ( K X r f , .  .G i
i
where X p y 1 s  f is the decomposition over K into irreducible poly-i i
w x  .  .  .nomials. Thus V ( K X r f for some f . Hence K x s K or K x si i
 .K p .
 .  .If v z does not vanish, it has order p and K s K p by Lemma 1.K G
2 U . U  U . p  .As H GrH, K ( K r K , v z corresponds to a coset repre-K G
U  U . psented by some element a g K _ K . Therefore
w x pV V ( K X r X y a .  .G
 .is an extension field of K of degree p which may be identified with K x .
  .K x is cyclotomic over K but usually not obtained by adjoining a root of
U p . .unity. Indeed the coset a K need not contain a root of unity.
 .Let us apply our results in the special but interesting case where
< <GrH s 2. This happens quite often when H is a quasisimple group. For
instance, this holds true when G is a covering group of the symmetric
X w x w xgroup S and H s G 10 . There is recent work by W. Feit 4 handlingn
the case where H s GX is the covering group of a sporadic simple group.
< <EXAMPLE 3. Assume GrH s 2 and K s Q for some rational place p0 p
 .  .  .  .including p s ` . Then either Q x s Q z , which implies m x sp p p
 .m z , or one of the following holds:p
 . w  .  .x G  .  .i Q z : Q x s 2, in which case x s z and m x s m z ?p p p p
  . .m x , 2 ;p
 . w  .  .x  .ii Q x : Q z s 2, in which case x s z and m x sp p H p
 .  . .m z r m z , 2 .p p
Ã  .  .  .  .Proof. If T s H then Q x s Q z and m x s m z by Theo-p p p p
Ãrem 1. So let T s G in what follows. Either T s H or T s G. If T s H
G w  .  .xthen x s z , in which case Q z : Q x s 2 andp p
m z s m x r m x , 2 .  .  . .p p p
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w  .xby Theorem 2 and 8, 2.6 . So assume finally that T s G. Then x s zH
 .  .  .  .and by Theorem 3 either Q x s Q z and m x s m z , or wep p p p
w  .  .xhave Q x : Q z s 2 andp p
m x s m z r m z , 2 . .  .  . .p p p
The proof is complete.
 .  .In computing m x from m z , knowing the values of z and x , therep p
 .  .is only one ambiguity in Example 3, namely in situation i when m z isp
  .  .  . .odd. If m z is even there, m x s 2m z . In this remaining stepp p p
Theorem 2X can be helpful.
X  X.THEOREM 3 . Suppose GrH is a perfect group G s HG . If x s zH
 .  .  .  .  .then K x s K z s K and A x ( A z .0 0 K K
 .  .Proof. Clearly K s K z : K x and T s G. We assert that the0 0
 .Clifford obstruction v z vanishes. By a result of Dade this happensK G
precisely when there is a character x X of G extending z such that
 X.  w x.  .K x s K see 7, Prop. 4.3 . So by hypothesis v z vanishes. ButK  x .G
since G s GrH is perfect, the natural map
UU2 2H G, K ª H G, K z .  . .
is injective. Apply the long exact cohomology sequence and use the fact
1 .  . .that H G, ] s Hom G, ] on trivial G-modules. Hence the assertion.
X  . X  X .Consequently there is x g Irr G with x s z and K x s K. How-H
Xever, G is perfect. This forces x s x to be the unique character of G
 .  .extending z . Noting that V V ( KG this follows from ) , which alsoG
yields the final statement.
 .  .  .COROLLARY. A x ( K x m A z whene¨er x s z .K K K H
This readily follows from Theorems 3 and 3X by using induction on the
order of GrH.
Remark. The above corollary, together with Theorem 2, yields again
the fact stated in Corollary 2 to Theorem 1. In order to proceed in the
 .general situation e ) 1 one requires knowledge about the Clifford ob-
 . w xstruction v z , at least. This is investigated more closely in 5 .K T
4. A CLASS OF FINITE 2-GROUPS
The dyadic Schur groups to be discussed in Section 5 below will involve
certain 2-groups which we want to describe now. They are related to the
2-groups of maximal class.
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 .Let X be a nonabelian 2-group of maximal class. By a well known
 .result of O. Taussky X is a QDS-group, that is, X is generalized
quaternion, dihedral, or semidihedral. Let us call a finite 2-group P dyadic
if it contains a QDS-group X as normal subgroup such that PrX is cyclic
and PX / X X.
LEMMA 2. A 2-group P is dyadic if and only if PX s Z is cyclic of order at
 .least 4 and YrZ is cyclic, where Y s C Z and Z is the subgroup of orderP 4 4
4 in Z.
Proof. Suppose P is dyadic and X is a normal QDS-subgroup of P
such that PrX is cyclic and PX / X X. Then X has a cyclic maximal
subgroup Z which is normal in P. Z is unique unless X ( Q is a8
. < X < X Xquaternion group of order 8. Since XrX s 4 and X : P , we must
X  . < <have P s Z. Also, C Z s Z and hence PrY s 2, X l Y s Z, P sx 4
XY. In particular, YrZ ( PrX is cyclic.
Conversely, if the conditions on P are fulfilled, Y / P for other PrPX is
 X . < <  s.cyclic forcing P s Z s 1 . Thus PrY s 2 and PrZ is of type 2, 2 for
 .some s G 1. If one chooses an element x g P _Y with o Zx s 2, X s
 :  .Z, x is a 2-group of maximal class, because its centre Z X has order 2.
X XClearly PrX is cyclic and P / X .
X  .LEMMA 3. Suppose P is a dyadic 2-group, P s Z, and Y s C Z .P 4
ÄThere are just three subgroups Y , X, X of P containing Z with index 2, where0
Ä  .Y : Y is abelian and X, X are QD-groups quaternion or dihedral .0
 s.Proof. We know from Lemma 2 that PrZ is of type 2, 2 , YrZ being
s  :cyclic of order 2 , s G 1. Choose y g Y such that Y s Z, y , and choose
 .x g P _Y with o Zx s 2. There are just two choices for x, and for any
 :choice X s Z, x is of maximal class. We have to show that X cannot be
 .>semidihedral and that C Z Z.Y /
 : w xWe have P s XY s x, y , and z s x, y is a generator of the cyclic
X  .group P s Z Lemma 2 . Thus
x y s yy1 xy s xz
 .cannot be conjugate to x in X by an element of Z . We conclude that
1 .  w  .x.H HrZ, Z / 0 and that X is not semidihedral cf. 8, 2.10 . Similarly,
x y1 1 .y s yz is not conjugate to y in Y, implying that H YrZ, Z / 0. Since
YrZ centralizes Z : Z, this implies that Z cannot be a faithful module4
for YrZ.
 .A dyadic 2-group P is said to be of dihedral quaternion type provided
X both nonabelian subgroups containing P with index 2 are dihedral resp.
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.quaternion . If dihedral and quaternion groups occur, P is said to be of
semidihedral type.
THEOREM 4. A dyadic 2-group P is determined, up to isomorphism, by its
X  X.type and the orders of P, P , and C P . Con¨ersely, gi¨ en integers n, s, cP
satisfying n G 2, 1 F c F s, and s y c F n y 2, there is a dyadic 2-group P
< < nqsq1 < X < n <  X . < nqcof each type with P s 2 , P s 2 , C P s 2 .P
X n  .Proof. Suppose P is dyadic, P s Z of order 2 , Y s C Z of orderP 4
nqs  . nqc 2 , and C s C Z of order 2 . Then n G 2 and 1 F c F s LemmaP
.  . 2 .3 . As YrC acts faithfully on Z centralizing Z , H YrC, Z s 0 and4
< < < <  .YrC s ZrZ , where Z s C Y equals the image of Z under the0 0 Z
 . < <norm trace map n : Z ª Z of the YrC-module Z. Thus Z sY r C 0
ny  syc.  .2 and s y c F n y 2, by the structure of Aut Z .
2 c  .We infer that Z s n Z is the norm group of the YrZ-module Z,0 Y r Z
and
H 2 YrZ, Z ( Z rZ 2 c . . 0 0
 :Choose y g Y with Y s Z, y . Then the cohomology class of Y in
2 . 2 s  . 2 cH YrZ, Z is given by the coset of y s a g Z modulo Z . Choose0 0
 .  :x g P _Y with o Zx s 2, and let X s Z, x . By Lemma 3, X is dihedral
 .  .or quaternion so that either o x s 2 or o x s 4. In both cases x inverts
w x Xthe elements of Z. We know that z s x, y is a generator of P s Z, and
we compute
x ? n z s x y 2
s
s x a s x xy1ay1 x a s xa2 . .  .Y r Z
 . 2Consequently n z s a . It follows that the cohomology class of Y hasY r Z
order 2 when s - n and order at most 2 otherwise.
 :Conversely, suppose the metacyclic group Y s Z, y has all these
 . 2 properties. Then n z s a for some generator z of Z. As beforeY r Z
2 s .  :  nq1.y s a. Let X s Z, x be a QD-group of order 2 . Then defining
y x s xz for this z we get an action of Y on X extending that of Z by
. x y1inner automorphism . Vice versa, y s yz gives rise to an automorphism
 .of Y of order 2 extending the inversion on Z. Thus we may define a
 :  .dyadic group P s XY either as the semidirect product x Y X dihedral
 2 :or its quotient group modulo x z , where z is the element of order 2 in0 0
 .Z : Y X quaternion .
X 2  X.Replacing z by another generator z of Z satisfying a s n zY r Z
amounts to altering the induced automorphism of y on X by an inner
 X y1 2 X.automorphism as z z g Z s X . Thus we have a unique homomor-
 .  .phism coupling YrZ ª Out X , and we have just constructed a group
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extension X u P ¸ YrZ to this coupling. The number of equivalence
classes of those extensions is equal to the order of
2  :H YrZ, Z X ( Z X s z . .  . . 0
So we have just two classes, and we obtain the second one by replacing
2 s 2 sy 1  : a s y by az . Let y s y and Y s Z, y , which is abelian Lemma0 0 0 0
.3 .
 . Case 1. s - n. Then a / 1 and n z s a or az . Each can happenY r Y 00
 . 2in order to yield n z s a , and this accords with the cohomologicalY r Z
.statement above. In the first case,
2 sy 12 2 x 2 y1xy s x y y s x yz y .  .0 0 0 0
s x 2 y2 ay1 s x 2 .0
Ä  :Thus here X s Z, xy is isomorphic to X, and P is of quaternion type if0
 .X is quaternion and of dihedral type otherwise. If n z s az , P is ofY r Y 00
semidihedral type.
2  .Case 2. s s n. First let y s a s z so that Y does not split over Z .0 0
 .  .Now n z s z for any generator z of Z and thereforeY r Y 00
2 2 2 y1 2xy s x y a s x . .0 0
2  .Thus P s XY has the type of X. If y s 1 Y splits over X , we have0
 .2 2 2 y1 2xy s x y z s x z , and P is of semidihedral type.0 0 0 0
 .  .Case 3. s ) n. Now n z s 1 and so y g Z P . If Y splits over Z,Y r Y 00
2  .2 2  .we have y s 1 and xy s x P has the type of X . Otherwise P is of0 0
semidihedral type.
The proof of the theorem is completed by noting that metacyclic
 : 2-groups Y s Z, y with the required properties do exist for given
.admissible integers n, s, c .
Remark. The metacyclic 2-group Y occurring in a dyadic 2-group P
 .with index 2 has a presentation
 < 2 n y 5 ry 1 2 s 2 t:Y s z , y z s 1, z s z , y s z ,
 . <  . < rwhere r s n y s y c , that is, C Y s 2 , and where t s s y 1 if s - nZ
 .and t s n y 1 or n otherwise n, s, c as in Theorem 4 . The integer t is,
for s G n, determined by the fact whether P is of semidihedral type or not.
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5. DYADIC SCHUR GROUPS
Let us call a finite group G a dyadic Schur group if it admits a faithful
 .irreducible character x with 2-local index m x / 1 such that whenever2
 G:z is an irreducible character of a proper subgroup of G, then x , z or
w  . x  .K z : K , K s Q x , is even.2
LEMMA 4. Suppose G is a dyadic Schur group. Then either G ( Q or8
G s PU is a semidirect product of a 2-group P acting on a group U of odd
 .prime order q, say with kernel X s C U . In the latter case either X ( QP 8
 .and P s XC X is a central product, or P is a dyadic 2-group and X aP
 < X < .QD-group with XrP s 2 .
 .  .  .Proof. Let x g Irr G be faithful with m x / 1, and let K s Q x .2 2
 . w x  .  .Recall that S K has order at most 2 12 . Thus m x s m x s 2 and2 K
 . w  .x:  .S K s A x . By definition G, x is its own terminal Q -reductionK 2
w xand 8, Prop. 5.2 applies. In other words, the Brauer]Witt theorem yields
that G s PU is a K-elementary group with respect to 2, P being a 2-group
acting on a cyclic group U of odd order q, say. G is even a so-called
K-group with respect to some cyclic normal subgroup Z of P contained in
 . GX s C U . This means that x s z for some faithful linear character zP
wof H s ZU whose G-conjugates are just its Galois conjugates over K 8,
xDef. 4.1 . In particular, PrZ ( GrH may be identified with G s
 .  . .Gal LrK , where L s Q z cf. Theorem 1 . One also knowns that either2
< <  .Z s X or X is a QDS-group, X : Z s 2, and K 4 / K.
These statements hold, more or less, with regard to any ground field.
Now we use the fact that K is a dyadic number field, as in the proof for
 . w xpart II of 8, Thm. 5.3 . However, this proof contains a gap.
It is appropriate to give the relevant arguments. Assume first that
 .Z s X. Then H s C U is the inertia group of z in G. By Theorem 1,G U
 .  .therefore, L s K z s K q and so LrK is unramified. However, byU
X  . w  .xTheorem 2 and Lemma 1 the class v z s A x belongs to theK G K
2 .  .subgroup H G, U of Br LrK , which vanishes if LrK is unramified.L
Thus X is a QDS-group. If q s 1 then necessarily P s X ( Q in view8
X w  .x.of the corollary to Theorem 2 and 8, 2.6 . So let q / 1 and put
 .  .  .F s K q , E s K 4 . Note that H s C Z U , where Z : Z is theG 4 4
 .subgroup of order 4. Applying Theorem 1 to z shows that L s K 4q .Z U4
Since FrK is unramified, ErK must be ramified and L ( E m F. By theK
 .choice of G, x we have F / K, because otherwise G s P = U and
 .x s x m z . Since FrK is unramified, PrX ( Gal FrK is cyclic. NowP U
 .  .the minimality requirement on G, x also forces q to be an odd prime.
If PX / X X then P is a dyadic 2-group and, by Lemma 3, X is a
QD-group. It remains to consider the case where PX s X X. As in Lemma 2,
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 .Y s C Z supplements X in P and YrZ ( PrX is cyclic. Of course,P 4
this accords with the tensor decomposition of L over K. Choose y g Y
 :with Y s Z, y and choose x g X _ Z of minimal order. There exists
z g Z such that
yy1w x w xx , z s y , x ,
w x X X w xbecause x, Z s X s P is of index 2 in Z. Then x, zy s 1, and replac-
< < sing y by zy we may assume that x and y commute. Let YrZ s 2 and
2 s  .a s y . Then a g Z X and so is of order 1 or 2. We may represent
w  .x 2 .A x g H G, U by the crossed productk L
A s Lx i y j,[
i , j
i s 1, 2; j s 1, . . . , 2 s, where x 2 s "1 and y2 s s a s "1 are identified
 .with their images in L via z . From L ( E m F and xy s yx we inferK
that
A ( ErK , x 2 m FrK , a . . K
decomposes into a tensor product of cyclic algebras. The algebra on the
 .  .right splits as FrK is unramified. Since m A s m x s 2, therefore2
2  .  .x s y1 X quaternion and ErK, y1 has index 2. But this algebra
  . . w xresults from Q 4 rQ , y1 by scalar extension, so K : Q must be odd2 2 2
 w  .x.  .in view of 8, 2.6 . We conclude that L s Q 4q , Z s Z, X ( Q , and2 4 8
 .  .P s ZC x s XC X is a central product.P P
The group G s PU, where P is a central product by a Q , is an8
 .  . w xexceptional Schur group of type Q , q , in the terminology of 8 . The8
other groups appearing in Lemma 4 should be re-defined:
< X < sq1DEFINITION. Let P be a dyadic 2-group, PrP s 2 . Let q be an
odd prime such that
o 2 mod q s f ? 2 s .
for some integer f G 1. Zsigmondy's theorem guarantees the existence of
such a prime q unless f s 3, s s 1. Suppose P acts on a group U of order
 . < < s q such that X s C U is nonabelian and PrX s 2 . By Lemma 3 thenP
.X is a QD-group. The semidirect product G s PU is called a Schur group
 . of type QD, q , excluding the cases where X ( Q and f is odd which8
 ..lead to groups of type Q , q .8
 . w xThe following is a restatement of Theorem 5.3 II in 8 but taking the
 . wabove definition into account. We also have to adjust part 6 of 8, Thm.
x4.3 .
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THEOREM 5. A finite group G is a dyadic Schur group if and only if
 .  .G ( Q or G is of type Q , q or QD, q for some odd prime q.8 8
 .Proof. One direction of the theorem has been proved Lemma 4 . If
 . wG ( Q or G is of type Q , q , then it is a dyadic Schur group by 8, Thm.8 8
 .  .x  .4.3, parts 3 , 5 . So let G s PQ be a group of type QD, q as in the
  . X  ..above definition with X s C U , Z s P , and Y s C Z . Then H sP P 4
 . GZU is a cyclic normal subgroup of G with C H s H. Let x s z forG
some faithful linear character z of H. Then x is irreducible. By our
definition the G-conjugates of z are just its Galois conjugates over
 .K s Q x , that is, G is a K-group with regard to Z.2
 .  .Thus x is faithful and PrZ ( Gal LrK , where L s Q z . Replacing2
z by another faithful linear character of H will yield a character of G
w x  .with the same index 8, Lemma 4.2 . It remains to show that m x / 1,2
 .the minimality requirement on G, x being obvious.
 . w xThe proof for part 6 of 8, Thm. 4.3 carries over with minor changes.
 .According to PrZ s XrZ = YrZ we have L ( E m F, where E s K 4K
is ramified over K and F is the unramified extension of K of degree
< < s < < nYrZ s 2 , say. Let Z s 2 . Choose x g X and y g Y such that P s
 :x, y and consider, as in the proof for Lemma 4, the resulting crossed
  ..product A over L which is similar to A x . Using the facts thatK
w x  .z s y, x generates Z Lemma 2 and that, within A, x permutes with
 .y s y 1 q z one obtains a decompositionÄ
A ( ErK , x 2 m FrK , y2 s . . Ä .K
2 w xThe first factor splits, because x s "1 and K : Q is even unless X is2
 2 .dihedral of order 8 and x s 1 ; note that, in the above definition,
 .f s f KrQ is the residue class degree of K. Now 1 q z is a prime2
 n .  .element of L s Q 2 q , because z s z z is a primitive nth root of unity.2
2 s 2 s  .  .Since y s y N 1 q z is an element of K fixed by x and y andÄ L r E
2 s  2 s. 2 s sy1y s z y is a root of unity in E, y is the 2 st power of a primeÄ
 .  .element in K. Recall that the ramification index e LrK s e ErK s 2.
s 12 .Therefore FrK, y has invariant mod Z and index 2, as desired.Ä 2
 .  .COROLLARY. If the finite group G admits x g Irr G with m x / 1,2
either Q or a dyadic 2-group is in¨ol¨ ed in G.8
This is immediate from Theorem 5 and the Brauer]Witt theorem cf.
w x.Section 5 in 8 .
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 .6. S K FOR LOCAL FIELDS
Let K be a p-adic number field for some prime p, a finite extension of
 .Q . We shall present generators for S K in terms of Schur groups.p
Whenever LrK is a finite Galois extension with group G and ramifica-
 . 2 .  .  .tion index e s e LrK , H G, U is the cyclic subgroup of Br K ofL
  . w x worder e see 2.8 in 8 ; a more detailed proof may be found in 6, Lemma
x. w x3 . By virtue of the Brauer]Witt theorem and 8, Prop. 5.2 , this fact
 .   . .implies that S K has order dividing e K p rK when p is odd and
  . .e K 4 rK otherwise.
Ä .Case 1. K is dyadic p s 2 . Consider the largest subfield K : K which
 .  .is cyclotomic abelian over Q . It is obvious that S K is the image of2
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .S K under the restriction map res: Br K ª Br K . Let f s f KrQ be2
Ä ny2w x  .the residue class degree and K : Q s f ? 2 n G 2 . Further, let r be2
 . r the largest integer such that K 4 contains the 2 th roots of unity 2 F r F
.n .
< < 2 nq1Let P be the dyadic 2-group of dihedral type for which P s 2 ,
< X < n <  X. < nq r  .  .P s 2 , C P s 2 Theorem 4 . Then Y s C Z just centralizesP P 4
the subgroup of order 2 r in PX s Z. Fix a dihedral subgroup X = Z of P
 < < n.necessarily PrX is cyclic and PrX s 2 . By Zsigmondy's theorem
 .  .there exists a smallest odd prime q s q K such that
o 2 mod q s f ? 2 n . .
 .Let U be a group of order q, and let a : P ª Aut U be a homomorphism
 .with Ker a s X. Then the corresponding semidirect product G s PU isa
 .  .  .a group of type QD, q . Let x g Irr G j be faithful and K s K x .a a a a
 .The field K depends only on G , not on the particular choice of x .a a a
 .THEOREM 6. Let K be dyadic, as abo¨e. Then S K / 0 if and only if
w x  . w  .x:K = K for some a with K : K odd, and in this case S K s A xa a K a
  . .is of order e K 4 rK s 2.
 .  n .Proof. K 4 varies over all subfields of L s Q 2 q containing thea 2
r rq1  .2 th but not the 2 st roots of unity with LrK 4 unnramified of degreea
n nyr Ä  . .2 . There are just w 2 such fields. By construction K : L and
Ä Ä nq1 . w xe LrK s 2, L : K s 2 .
Ä .  . w xSuppose S K / 0. Then K 4 rK is ramified and K : K is odd. It
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .follows that K 4 rK is ramified and so K 4 s K 4 for some a . Wea
 .know that the dihedral group X s Ker a inverts the elements of Z and
hence the 2 nth roots of unity in L. In a certain sense, this is a crucial
 .property of all dyadic Schur groups Theorem 5 . We may conclude that
ÄK s K .a
The remainder is straightforward.
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 .Case 2. K non-dyadic p ) 2 . Suppose K has residue class degree f
over Q . Excluding the case f s 1, p s 3 by Zsigmondy's theorem there isp
 .a smallest prime q s q K such that
o p mod q s f ? p y 1 . .  .
In the exceptional case let G be the semidirect product of the cyclicK
group of order 4 acting nontrivially on the group of order p s 3. Other-
wise we construct a group G as follows:K
Let X, Y be the cyclic groups of order p y 1. Embed X and Y in their
free product X )Y, as usual, and define
w x w xP s X )Yr X , Y , X X , Y , Y .
 .3 X  .  .Then P is a group of order p y 1 with P s Z P ( X m Y cyclic of
 .order p y 1. This is related to the Kunneth theorem. We may embedÈ
X X   :.X, Y into P such that X l P s 1 s Y l P and P s X, Y .
Let U and V be groups of order p and q, respectively. Noting that
 .p y 1 is a divisor of o p mod q , which in turn divides q y 1, one sees that
 . X  .there is an action of P on W s U = V such that C U s XP , C V sP P
YPX. Hence PrPX acts faithfully on W. Now let G s PW be the corre-K
sponding semidirect product.
 . w  .x:THEOREM 7. Let K be p-adic, p / 2. Then S K s A x for anyK
 .  .faithful irreducible character x of G . Also, S K is the cyclic subgroup ofK
 .  .  .  .Br K of order p y 1 r p y 1, e where e s e KrQ is the ramificationp
index of K.
 .   . .Proof. We noticed earlier that S K has order dividing e K p rK ,
which is a divisor of p y 1. Therefore, by the usual property of the
restriction map for local Brauer groups, we may assume that KrQ isp
 w x.unramified f s K : Q . It suffices to show that G s G admits ap K
 .  .faithful irreducible character x such that K s Q x and m x s p y 1.p p
 w x .This will then hold for any such character; cf. 8, Lemma 4.2 . In the
 .  .exceptional case f s 1, p s 3 , G is a Schur group of type G 2, 3 , so this
w x Gholds true by 8 . Otherwise let x s z for some faithful linear character
X  .z of H s P W. Then indeed K s Q x andp
PrPX ( Gal Q pq rK . .p
 . w xvia z Theorem 1 . Compute the Schur index by means of Benard's 2
 w x.theorem on p-blocks with cyclic defect groups as used in 8 . Alternately
 . aone easily shows that for any prime r dividing p y 1, say p y 1 s r , ar
a a .  .Schur group of type G r , p, q is involved in G leading to m x s r .p r
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 .  .EXAMPLE 4. Let x g Irr G be of degree d s x 1 . Suppose the algebraic
 .number field K contains the pth roots of unity for all odd primes p di¨ iding
< <  .G rd for which p y 1, d / 1. Suppose further that K contains the fourth
< <roots of unity if d is e¨en, G rd is di¨ isible by 4, and G has nonabelian Sylow
 .  w x.2-subgroups. Then m x s 1 cf. Solomon 9 .K
 . Proof. Note first that m x divides d which in turn is a divisor ofK
< <.G . Thus if we replace K by its completion with respect to some place
over an odd prime p, Theorem 7 tells us that the index of x becomes
 .trivial unless x has p-defect 0. But in the latter case m x s 1 as x isp
 .p-modularly irreducible. Similarly, if K s K 4 the index of x becomes
 .  .trivial over any 2-adic completion of K Theorem 6 . Also, m x s 1 if G2
has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups, in view of the corollary to Theorem 5, or if
x has 2-defect 0.
The same holds true if x is of 2-defect 1, because then there is just one
irreducible Brauer character b in the 2-block of G containing x and one
.  .  .additional ordinary character . Hence we have Q b : Q x , and Be-2 2
w x nard's 2 theorem applies. Independently of whether x is exceptional or
.not, x is 2-rational and x s b as a Brauer character.
According to the Local]Global Principle it therefore remains to show
that x has trivial index over the archimedean completions of K. We may
assume that d is even and that "1 are the only roots of unity in K. Then
x has p-defect 0 for any odd prime p. Furthermore, either x has 2-defect
0 or 1, or G has an abelian Sylow 2-subgroup, P. In the first case
< < < < < <G rd F 2, which implies G F 2, d s 1. Otherwise G rd is a divisor of
< < < < < <P and, since P is abelian, d F G : P . But this forces d s G : P to be
odd. We are done.
APPENDIX
  ..  .By Brauer Q exp G is a splitting field for every character x g Irr G .
The purpose of this addendum is to record the following improvement. Let
 . < <  .n denote the greatest common divisor of exp G and G rX 1 .x
 .THEOREM 8. Q n is a splitting field for x .x
 .Proof. Let f denote the smallest positive integer f such that Q x :x
 .  .  .Q f , the conductor of Q x in the sense of class field theory . Clearly fx
 . w x  . < <  .  .is a divisor of exp G . By Feit 3, Thm. 1 , f x 1 N G . Thus Q f : Q n .x x x
 .Adjoin to Q f the pth roots of unity for all odd primes p dividingx
< <  .  .G rx 1 but not f . Adjoin further the fourth roots of unity if 4 dividesx
 . < <  .  .both exp G and G rx 1 . The resulting field is still contained in Q n ,x
and it is a splitting field for x by Example 4.
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